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 Cancellations
The charm system is theoretically more difficult than the b system since  

      and  

Nevertheless the Heavy Quark Expansion might still converge 

But things will become very ugly, if in addition cancellations arising

αs(mc) ≈ 0.33
ΛQCD

mc
≈ 3

ΛQCD

mb

A. No cancellations, e.g.  
B. Strong cancellations, e.g.  
C. Crazy cancellations, e.g. -mixing
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A. No Cancellations

Free quark decay

Kinetic operator  
Chromomagnetic operator 

μ2
π

μ2
G

Darwin operator  
 

μ2
π 4-quark operator  

Eye contractions  
Bi, ϵi

r
Dimension 7 operators 

Vacuum insertion approximation



A. No Cancellations



 A. No Cancellations

•Values of  almost unknown 
•NNLO-QCD corrections to free quark decay in progress 

•NNLO-QCD corrections to spectator effects in progress

μ2
π , μ2

G, ρ3
D

Fael, Steinhauser,…

Nierste, Steinhauser,…



B. Strong Cancellations

Huge effects due to Pauli interference



 B. Strong Cancellations

•Values of  almost unknown 
•NNLO-QCD corrections to free quark decay in progress 

•NNLO-QCD corrections to spectator effects in progress 

•Check of HQET sum rule results with lattice 

•First non-perturbative determination of dimension 7  

μ2
π , μ2

G, ρ3
D

Fael, Steinhauser,…

Nierste, Steinhauser,…

Black, Witzel,…RBC-UK



 C: Crazy Cancellations
B-mixing D-mixing



B-mixing D-mixing

CKM dominant  GIM dominant 
CKM suppressed   GIM suppressed

≡
≡

CKM suppressed  GIM dominant 
CKM dominant  GIM suppressed

≡
≡

 C: Crazy Cancellations



2012:  by LHCbΔΓs

ΔΓnaive HQE
D

ΔΓEXp.
D

≈ 10−5 . . .10−4

AL, Piscopo, Vlahos  
2007.03022

HFLAV

Exclusive approaches

 C: Crazy Cancellations



 C: Crazy Cancellations



 C: Crazy Cancellations



1) Vary  and  
     independently between 
     1 GeV and 2  
      uncertainty increases  
          and exp. value is   
          covered 
2) Choose scales somehow  
    phase space inspired as  

 exp. value is covered

μss,dd μds

mc
⇒

⇒
Exclusive and inclusive 
 approaches can over  

the experimental regions 

No precision determination possible

 C: Crazy Cancellations



 C: Crazy Cancellations



 C: Crazy Cancellations



1. CP violation in Mixing: Consider a flavour specific (                ) decay  

2. CP violation in interference of mixing and decay 

3. CP violation in decay 

B → f

 CP Violation

=
e.g.  
or   
or 

B → Xlν
B̄s → D+

s π−

B̄d → D+K−

e.g.    
or 

Bs → J/Ψϕ
Bd → J/ΨKs

e.g.    
or 

ΔACP
D0 → π−π+, K−K+

See also  
1511.09466, 

hep-ph/0201071

No direct 
CP violation



 Status Quo: CPV in Interference

If there is only one decay topology contributing to the decay

All hadronic uncertainties are cancelling exactly in the CP asymmetry! 
Gold-plated modes



 Status Quo: CPV in Interference
If there are two decay topologies contributing to the decay

 If penguins are small compared to tree-level, the hadronic corrections are 
cancelling to leading order and there is a correction proportional to r 

Penguin pollution

with r = |𝒜Peng
f | / |𝒜Tree

f |

Then the CP asymmetry depends on

Could also be BSM if there is  
only one SM amplitude

For a review see e.g.:



 Status Quo: CPV in Interference

Golden plated modes:    and  Bs → J/Ψϕ Bd → J/ΨKs

= +

Neglect penguins: 
CP asymmetry in  is directly proportional to sin (2 ) with   
CP asymmetry in  is directly proportional to sin (2 )  

Since there is only one amplitude, all hadronic effects cancel exactly! 

Within the SM penguins are expected to give contributions of the order of  
Now the hadronic ratio of penguin/tree has to be known - extremely challenging

Bs → J/Ψϕ βs ϕs = − 2βCKMFitter
s = − 0.0370+0.0007

−0.0008
Bd → J/ΨKs β

±1∘ ≈ ± 0.017

Bigi, Sanda 1981,…

Fleischer,… (2010.14423), Ciuchini et al, Faller et al, Jung, Ligeti et al, Frings, Nierste and Wiebusch,…

This is not 
the SM 

prediction 
for !ϕs



 Status Quo: CPV in Interference

Golden plated modes:    Bs → J/Ψϕ
Modification due to New Physics

Bs → J/Ψϕ

as
fs

not really constrained by ϕcc̄s
s

Realistic 
SM precision 

due to penguins



 Status Quo: CPV in Decay

The leading contribution to the CP asymmetry is proportional to   r = |𝒜Peng
f | / |𝒜Tree

f |

Extremely hard to predict! 
(In the case of CPV in interference the leading term was free of hadronic  

uncertainties and only the penguin corrections depended on r)



 Status Quo: Non-leptonic decays

3  to 9  deviation of experiment from QCDf predictions with standard error estimatesσ σ

N. Skidmore

New Belle



Direct CP asymmetries
•  puzzle still present, see. e.g. 1507.03700                                                  

Updates: 2002.03262 complete 2-loop penguins                                                                                                                      
2107.03819 QED corrections                                                                                                                                                        
2104.14871   Belle II                                                                                                                                              
SU(3) symmetry e.g. 1806.08783, 2111.06418,…                                                                                                               
comprehensive phenomenological study missing                                  

• : direct CP violation in the charm system  vs.  
    Experiment: LHCb 03/2019      
                                                                                   
     Theory: SM or not SM? 
     E.g.  1903.10952,1909.03063 vs. 1903.10490, 1909.11242 

B → Kπ

ACP(B0 → π0K̄0)

ΔACP D0 → K+K− D0 → π+π−

We need   r = |𝒜Peng
f | / |𝒜Tree

f |

We need   r = |𝒜Peng
f | / |𝒜Tree

f |



Theory for Charm

Theory for Charm Observable  Theory for Charm Observable ≠



Theory for Charm
Theory for Charm Observable  Theory for Charm Observable ≠

• No cancellations, e.g. Lifetime of  can be predicted,  works 

• Cancellations, e.g. Lifetime of  lies in the right ball park,  might work 

• Crazy cancellations, e.g. Mixing of  HQE might overlap with exp.,  not excluded 

• Hadronic decays: we have to first understand the B-system!

D0 1/mc

D+ 1/mc

D0 1/mc



THANKS



Charm mixing - Theory
Renormalisation scale setting? 

 and  cancel within the ss, sd and dd contributions independently 

Is there any requirement to set exactly  (also during scale variation)? 

 ss and dd might be related via re-scattering, but sd is physically different from ss!

μ1 μ2

μss
1 = μsd

1 = μdd
1

 Wilson coefficientsΔC = 1  Wilson coefficientsΔC = 1

Loop



Charm mixing - Theory 
Renormalisation scale setting? 

Two scenarios: 
1.Vary  independently around  between 1GeV and 2 : 

2.Phase space inspired scale choice 
     
     
    

μss, μsd, μdd mc mc

μss = mc − 2ϵ
μsd = mc − ϵ
μdd = mc

ΔΓD > 0.028ps−1 ⇒ Ω ≡
2 |Γ12 |SM

0.028ps−1 ⇒ Ω ≈ 1 means HQE can describe Experiment


